SMOOTH, GLOSSY GOODNESS
Silky gloss that’s never sticky, never tacky and perfectly glossy. Features 14 shades perfect for any skin tone and any occasion.

NEW! Mary Kay Unlimited™ Lip Gloss, $16 each

A STRIKING STARE
Sweep on sophisticated sparkle with high-impact metallics that deliver a full-on foil finish. Available in Copper & Pyrite and Pink & Purple.

NEW! Limited-Edition® Mary Kay® Foil Eye Shadow Duo, $18 each

SWEET CHEEKS
Create a flattering flush with creamy color and highlight combos. Available in Pink & Glimmer and Mauve & Shimmer.

NEW! Limited-Edition® Mary Kay® Cream Blush Duo Stick, $18 each

READY. SET. CORRECT!
Use this purple stick to neutralize yellow to help wake up your face for less tired-looking skin!

NEW! Limited-Edition® Mary Kay® At Play® Color Correcting Stick, $14

Product Spotlight!

INSTANTLY REVIVE YOUR EYES!
Perk up your peepers with patches that are designed to stay in place so you can depuff, cool, soothe and hydrate at home and on the go.

Mary Kay® Hydrogel Eye Patches, $40, pk./30 pairs

*Available while supplies last. All prices are suggested retail.
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